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(1) Preoperative assessment – several sections: Cardiopulmonary exercise testing, Preoperative assessment – Overview, Preoperative drug administration, Preoperative assessment – Specific surgical populations, Psychiatric illness and drug abuse and

(2) Blood – several sections: Disseminated intravascular coagulation, Sickle cell anaemia, Multiple myeloma.
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Book chapter:


Chapter contents are – Cricoid pressure and aspiration, Fluid therapy, Anaesthesia and intestinal circulation, Anaesthesia and intestinal anastomosis, Oxygen and surgical site infection, Enhanced recovery.

Editorial


Medical Intelligence Article:


Review Articles:


The image from the article was chosen for cover image of the issue.

With this article an audio slide presentation is also published.  

The image from the article was chosen for cover image of the issue.
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Patel S. Drug administration errors during epidural or spinal anesthesia or analgesia. Anesth Analg 2012; 113:S-197
(This abstract was selected as the best abstract in ‘patient safety and education’ category and was selected for **Kosaka Abstract Award** competition at the 86th International Anesthesia Research Society meeting held in Boston, USA in May, 2012)
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**Case reports:**


Book Review:


Letter to editor:


http://bja.oxfordjournals.org/content/105/4/421


http://bja.oxfordjournals.org:80/cgi/eletters/96/5/569#1694
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